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ABSTRACT:Handwritten character recognition is one of the practically important issues in pattern recognition 

applications. The applications of digit recognition includes in postal mail sorting, bank check processing, form data 

entry, etc. The heart of the problem lies within the ability to develop an efficient algorithm that can recognize hand 

written digits and which is submitted by users by the way of a scanner, tablet, and other digital devices. This paper 

presents an approach to off-line handwritten digit recognition based on different machine learning technique. The main 

objective of this paper is to ensure effective and reliable approaches for recognition of handwritten digits handwritten 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Handwritten digit recognition is the ability of a computer to recognize the human handwritten digits from different 

sources like images, papers, touch screens, etc, and classify them into 10 predefined classes (0-9). This has been a topic 

of boundless-research in the field of deep learning. Digit recognition has many applications like number plate 

recognition, postal mail sorting, bank check processing, etc [2]. In Handwritten digit recognition, we face many 

challenges because of different styles of writing of different peoples as it is not an Optical character recognition. This 

research provides a comprehensive comparison between different machine learning and deep learning algorithms for 

the purpose of handwritten digit recognition. For this, we have used Support Vector Machine, Multilayer Perceptron, 

and Convolutional Neural Network. The comparison between these algorithms is carried out on the basis of their 

accuracy, errors, and testing-training time corroborated by plots and charts that have been constructed using matplotlib 

for visualization. 

 

With the humanization of machines, there has been a substantial amount of research and development work that has 

given a surge to deep learning and machine learning along with artificial intelligence. With time, machines are getting 

more and more sophisticated, from calculating the basic sums to doing retina recognition they have made our lives 

more secure and manageable. Likewise, handwritten text recognition is an important application of deep learning and 

machine learning which is helpful in detecting forgeries and a wide range of research has already been done that 

encompasses a comprehensive study and implementation of various popular algorithms.  

II. RELATED WORK 

 

The aim of a handwriting digit recognition system is to convert handwritten digits into machine readable formats. The 

main objective of this work is to ensure effective and reliable approaches for recognition of handwritten digits and 

make banking operations easier and error free. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

 

The comparison of the algorithms (Support vector machines, Multi-layered perceptron and Convolutional 

neural network) is based on the characteristic chart of each algorithm on common grounds like dataset, the 

number of epochs, complexity of the algorithm, accuracy of each algorithm, specification of the device 

(Ubuntu 20.04 LTS, i5 7th gen processor) used to execute the program and runtime of the algorithm, under 

ideal condition. 

IV. MNISET DATASET 

Handwritten character recognition is an expansive research area that already contains detailed ways of 

implementation which include major learning datasets, popular algorithms, features scaling and feature 

extraction methods. MNIST dataset (Modified National Institute of Standards and Technology database) is 

the subset of the NIST dataset which is a combination of two of NIST’s databases: Special Database 1 and 

Special Database 3. Special Database 1 and Special Database 3 consist of digits written by high school 

students and employees of the United States Census Bureau, respectively. MNIST contains a total of 70,000 

handwritten digit images (60,000 - training set and 10,000 - test set) in 28x28 pixel bounding box and anti-

aliased. All these images have corresponding Y values which apprises what the digit 

 
 

V. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK 

 

CNN is a deep learning algorithm that is widely used for image recognition and classification. It is a class 

of deep neural networks that require minimum pre-processing. It inputs the image in the form of small 

chunks rather than inputting a single pixel at a time, so the network can detect uncertain patterns (edges) in 

the image more efficiently. CNN contains 3 layers namely, an input layer, an output layer, and multiple 

hidden layers which include Convolutional layers, Pooling layers(Max and Average pooling), Fully 

connected layers (FC), and normalization layers [12]. CNN uses a filter (kernel) which is an array of weights 

to extract features from the input image. CNN employs different activation functions at each layer to add 
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some non-linearity [13]. As we move into the CNN, we observe the height and width decrease while the 

number of channels increases. Finally, the generated column matrix is used to predict the output 

 

 
 

VI. ARCHITECTURE 

 

 

VII. WORKING 

After implementing all the three algorithms that are SVM, MLP and CNN we have compared their 

accuracies and execution time with the help of experimental graphs for perspicuous understanding. We have 

taken into account the Training and Testing Accuracy of all the models stated above. After executing all the 

models, we found that SVM has the highest accuracy on training data while on testing dataset CNN 

accomplishes the utmost accuracy. Additionally, we have compared the execution time to gain more insight 

into the working of the algorithms. Generally, the running time of an algorithm depends on the number of 

operations it has performed. So, we have trained our deep learning model up to 30 epochs and SVM models 

according to norms to get the apt outcome. SVM took the minimum time for execution while CNN accounts 

for the maximum running time. 

 

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

This output of class distribution of 0 to 9 number images. Here total 10160 images compared from MNIST dataset. 

Here image are imported from 0 to 9 number classes and compared with input image 
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IX. FUTURE SCOPE OF PROJECT 

Recently handwritten digit recognition becomes vital scope and it is appealing many researchers because of its using in 

variety of machine learning and computer vision applications. However, there are deficient works accomplished on 

marathi pattern digits because marathi digits are more challenging than English patterns. 

X. CONCLUSION 

 

In this research, we have implemented three models for handwritten digit recognition using MNIST datasets, based 

on deep and machine learning algorithms. We compared them based on their characteristics to appraise the most 

accurate model among them. Support vector machines are one of the basic classifiers that are why it’s faster than most 

algorithms and in this case, gives the maximum training accuracy rate but due to its simplicity, it’s not possible to 

classify complex and ambiguous images as accurately as achieved with MLP and CNN algorithms. We have found that 

CNN gave the most accurate results for handwritten digit recognition. So, this makes us conclude that CNN is best 

suitable for any type of prediction problem including image data as an input. Next, by comparing execution time of the 

algorithms we have concluded that increasing the number of epochs without changing the configuration of the 

algorithm is useless because of the limitation of a certain model and we have noticed that after a certain number of 

epochs the model starts over fitting the dataset and give us the biased prediction. 
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